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MM04
Question 1

Student Response

Commentary
Topic – Couples in 3D. A very good response to this question. Most candidates knew that the sum of
forces must be zero and used it to find F, clearly showing their reasoning. The most common error was
to add the given two forces and give this as the answer. Showing that the magnitude of F was 3 10
proved easy, although 90 had to be seen to secure both marks. Almost all candidates correctly used
r x F although a common error was not to use all the necessary determinants. The most efficient
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solutions found QP and then used just one determinant.
This candidate was chosen to illustrate a common error. Part a) is fully correct with good working
shown. In part b) the candidate uses two determinants – missing one completely. This eventually loses
three marks, largely because it is an incomplete method. The first M1 is awarded for any attempt at
one appropriate determinant. All appropriate determinants must be used to be awarded the second M1.

The first A1 is for any three correct entries from any determinant. The second A1 requires all entries to
be correct. The final A1 is for the correct answer – no follow through allowed. The rigid mark scheme
enforced here ensures better differentiation. Candidate must be encouraged to check their method is
complete.

Mark scheme

MM04
Question 2

Student response (next page)

Commentary
Topic – Centres of mass by integration. A very good response to this question with candidates
showing sound knowledge of formulae and good integration skills. Part a) was universally correct. A
common error in part b) was to lose a π symbol resulting in the wrong answer. Candidates showed
good knowledge of suspension problems and even if errors were made in part b) full recovery marks
were available.
The chosen candidate displays good integration skills. However in part b) in the quoted formula for
X , which is correct, π has been cancelled. The candidate still uses the answer from part a) which of

course has not lost π . This means that the candidate loses only the last accuracy mark. In part c) the
candidate then uses part b) to find the angle. The structure of the candidate’s answer is correct and no
further penalty is incurred.

Mark Scheme
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Question 3

Student Response

Commentary
Topic – Frameworks. An excellent response to this question. The most successful solutions included
clear labelling of tensions or compressions in the framework, using TAB. The best solutions clearly
indicated what they were doing thus making it easier to award marks even if minor errors occurred. A
common error in part a) was to evaluate 500/sin 45 as 354. Explanations in a)ii) were good. No follow
through marks were available here as the question could be answered with reference to the diagram.
Part b) proved very discriminating with many candidates “resolving the whole system” to get the
answer as 500 N – failing to understand the implication of a reaction force at point C. It was expected
that candidates would use Newton’s third law at point D to get the correct answer of 1000N.
The chosen candidate scored full marks on every question. This question was chosen because of the
clarity of the diagram and explanation. With the diagram the tensions are clearly marked and labelled.
Linking text explains what the candidate is doing at each step. Negative signs are interpreted as they
occur (compressions). The explanation in part a)ii) is good because it clearly states what the candidate
found, identifies the ones to be replaced by ropes and gives a reason. In part b) the candidate realises
that forces balance and quickly obtains the right answer.

Mark Scheme
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Question 4

Student Response

Commentary
Topic – Toppling and sliding. An excellent response to this question. Part a) was almost universally
correct however when slips did occur it was because of the use of W (4a). Part b) was rarely seen
incorrect, however inequality signs sometimes lost a mark. Part c) was very good with sound
knowledge of cancelling, and trigonometrical identities. Once again a mark was sometimes lost
because of an equality or greater than sign.
The chosen candidate has written a model solution. In every part there is linking text which explains
what the candidate is doing. This makes it easy to award marks even if a minor slip is made. Moreover
in each part the candidate has observed the key point of understanding right at the start of the question
– this impresses examiners as they expect good work to follow – straight to the point.. Algebraic work
is clearly legible and it is easy to follow each step. The candidate deservedly is awarded full marks.
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Question 5

Student Response

Commentary
Topic – MI and angular momentum. This was the question that proved to be most challenging. In
part a) a few candidates quoted results from the formulae book ignoring the request “ by integration”.
It was pleasing to see methods using strips or particles being used correctly – explanation was good
too with references to mass of strip, MI of rectangle etc. Part b) was probably the most difficult on the
paper. A number of candidates tried to use energy methods to no avail. When candidates did attempt
to use conservation of angular momentum they often made errors with the before scenario. For
example using
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mu (no distance) or mu 6a (wrong distance) or mu3a (wrong mass). Iw was
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correctly identified and used by nearly all candidates, but the momentum of the particle was again
incorrect.

The chosen candidate has clearly labelled diagrams that help them think out the solution. In
part a) the MI is built up carefully using the appropriate strip. In part b) the solution is
completed efficiently largely due to the thinking work being done in relation to the diagram.
All candidates should be encouraged to do this.
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Question 6

Student Response (next page)

Commentary
Topic – Rotational dynamics (connected particles). A challenging question although the structure
helped. The majority of candidates successfully identified the KE of particles and the the disc to get
the printed answer. Conservation of energy was often correctly used in a)ii). Part b) proved more
discriminating. The method which involved differentiating the result in a)ii) was least popular. Many
types of errors were made – the worst of which was failing to use acceleration ie velocity was used.
Some candidates failed to appreciate how couple = inertia x angular acceleration could be used to form
a third equation. Again however the mark scheme rewarded key understanding enabling all candidates
to score marks somewhere.
This candidate was chosen for a number of reasons. In part a)i) each KE term is clearly identified and
correctly calculated to verify the result stated. Similarly in a)ii) clear but brief explanation is given.
Candidates should be encouraged to do this. In part b) the candidate avoids using the standard angular
acceleration symbol but eventually evaluates his f correctly before obtaining the required answers.
Thus their solution is a variation of the ones given in the mark scheme but fully valid and correct.
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